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Abstract

We introduce a method that can learn to predict scene-
level implicit functions for 3D reconstruction from posed
RGBD data. At test time, our system maps a previously
unseen RGB image to a 3D reconstruction of a scene via
implicit functions. While implicit functions for 3D recon-
struction have often been tied to meshes, we show that we
can train one using only a set of posed RGBD images. This
setting may help 3D reconstruction unlock the sea of ac-
celerometer+RGBD data that is coming with new phones.
Our system, D2-DRDF, can match and sometimes outper-
form current methods that use mesh supervision and shows
better robustness to sparse data.

1. Introduction
Consider the image in Figure 1. From this ordinary RGB

image, we can understand the complete 3D geometry of the
scene, including the floor and walls behind the chairs. Our
goal is to enable computers to recover this geometry from
a single RGB image. To this end, we present a method that
does so while learning only on posed RGBD images.

The task of reconstructing the full 3D of a scene from a
single previously unseen RGB image has long been known
to be challenging. Early work on full 3D relied on vox-
els [6, 17] or meshes [19], but these representations fail on
scenes due to topology and memory challenges. Implicit
functions (or learning to map each point in R3 to a value like
the distance to the nearest surface) have shown substantial
promise at overcoming these challenges. When conditioned
on an image, these have led to several successful methods.

Unfortunately, the implicit function status quo mainly
ties implicit function reconstruction methods to mesh su-
pervision. This symbiosis has emerged since meshes give
excellent direct supervision. However, methods are limited
to training with an image-aligned mesh that is usually wa-
tertight (and often artist-created) [35, 38, 44] and occasion-
ally non-watertight but professionally-scanned [27, 61].

We present a method, Depth to DRDF (D2-DRDF), that
breaks the implicit-function/mesh connection and can train
an effective single RGB image implicit 3D reconstruction
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Figure 1. We propose a method, D2-DRDF, that reconstructs
full 3D from a single RGB image. During inference (left), our
method uses implicit functions to reconstruct the complete 3D in-
cluding visible and occluded surfaces (visualized as surface nor-
mals ) such as the occluded wall and empty floor. For training,
our method uses only RGBD images and poses, unlike most prior
works that need an explicit and often watertight 3D mesh.

system using a set of RGBD images with known pose. We
envision that being able to entirely skip meshing will enable
the use of vast quantities of lower-quality data from con-
sumers (e.g., from increasingly common consumer phones
with LiDAR scanners and accelerometers) as well as robots.
In addition to permitting training, the bypassing of meshing
may enable adaptation in a new environment on raw data
without needing an expert to ensure mesh acquisition.

Our key insight is that we can use segments of observed
free space in depth maps in other views to constrain dis-
tance functions. We show this using the Directed Ray Dis-
tance Function (DRDF) [27] that has recently shown good
performance in 3D reconstruction using implicit functions
and has the benefit of not needing watertight meshes for
training. Given an input reference view, the DRDF breaks
the problem of predicting the 3D surface into a set of in-
dependent 1D distance functions, each along a ray through
a pixel in the reference view and accounting for only sur-
faces on the ray. Rather than use an ordinary unsigned dis-
tance function, the DRDF signs the distance using the lo-
cation of the camera’s pinhole and the intersections along
the ray. While [27] showed their method could be trained
on non-watertight meshes, their method is still dependent



on meshes. In our paper, we show that the DRDF can be
cleanly supervised using auxiliary views of RGBD obser-
vations and their poses. We derive constraints on the DRDF
that power loss functions for training our system. While the
losses on any one image are insufficient to produce a recon-
struction, they provide a powerful signal when accumulated
across thousands of training views.

We evaluate our method on realistic indoor scene
datasets and compare it with methods that train with full
mesh supervision. Our method is competitive and some-
times even better compared to the best-performing mesh-
supervised method [28] with full, professional captures. As
we degrade scan completeness, our method largely main-
tains its performance while mesh-based methods perform
substantially worse. We conclude by showing that fine-
tuning of our method on a handful of images enables a sim-
ple, effective method for fusing and completing scenes from
a handful of RGBD images.

2. Related Work
Our approach infers a complete 3D scene from a sin-

gle RGB image using implicit functions that are supervised
via posed RGBD scans. This touches on several long-term
goals of 3D computer vision that we discuss below.
Reconstructing Scenes from a Single Image. At test time,
our system produces a full 3D reconstruction from a sin-
gle RGB image, including occluded regions. This means
that our desired output goes beyond 2.5D properties such
as depth [4, 12], surface normals [12, 14, 55], or other
intrinsic-image properties [23, 47]. Works on attempting
to reconstruct complete 3D usually have focused on re-
constructing objects from image by using voxels [6, 17]
or meshes [18, 19], point clouds [13, 31] or CAD mod-
els [22]. These are usually trained on synthetic datasets
like ShapeNet [2] or scene datasets [16, 43, 50] and do
not generalize well to realistic scenes. Another line of
works tries to learn holistic structures [37, 59] or planar sur-
faces [24, 32, 58] from realistic scanned mesh data [1, 8]
Creating realistic mesh based data for scenes requires post-
processing using Poisson surface reconstruction [9, 25]
which leads to deviation from raw captures. Manually
aligning them is expensive hence 3D object-aligned datasets
like [49, 52] are scarce and limited in diversity. Our method
avoids these limitations by directly operating on the raw
captured RGBD data.
Reconstructing Scenes from Posed Scans. There has been
considerable work on using multiview RGBD data at in-
ference time to produce 3D reconstructions, starting with
analytic techniques [7, 9, 21, 29] and now using learn-
ing [20, 51, 54]. We use some similar tools to this com-
munity: for instance, the ray distances we use are known in
this community as a projected distance functions [7]. How-
ever, their works solve a fundamentally different problem

by using posed RGBD data at test time: their goal is to pro-
duce a reconstruction from a set of posed RGBD images
from one particular scene; our goal is to use a large dataset
of posed RGBD data to train a neural network that can map
a new single RGB image to a 3D reconstruction.

Our goal of learning to predict reconstructions from
a single previously unseen image also distinguishes our
work from NeRF [36] and other similar radiance field ap-
proaches [3]. Their goal is to learn a radiance field for a
particular scene from a set of posed scans. There are meth-
ods that try to predict this radiance field from a single im-
age [57]; we compare with a model using similar losses and
find that an objective specialized for 3D works better.
Implicit Functions for 3D Reconstruction. We perform
reconstruction with implicit functions. Implicit functions
have used for shape and scene modeling as level sets [34],
signed distance functions [38], occupancy function [35, 40,
44], distance functions [5, 27, 48] and other modifications
like [56]. Our work has two key distinctions. First, many
approaches [5, 48, 56] fit an implicit function to one shape
(i.e., there is no generalization to new shapes). In contrast,
our work produces reconstructions from previously unseen
RGB images. Second, the methods that predict an implicit
function from a new image [27, 61] assume access to a mesh
at training time. On other hand, our work assumes access
only to posed RGBD data for training.

The most similar work to ours is [27] that also aims to
learn to reconstruct scenes from a single image by training
on realistic data. While [27] shows how to reduce super-
vision requirements by enabling the use of non-watertight
meshes, their method is still limited to mesh supervision.
We show how to use posed RGBD data for supervision in-
stead of using an image-aligned mesh. This substantially
reduces the requirements for collecting training data.

3. Pixel-Aligned 3D Reconstruction & DRDF
We propose a method to predict full 3D scene structure

from a previously unseen RGB image. At inference time,
our method receives a single image with no depth informa-
tion. We refer to this view as the reference view. As output,
the method produces an estimate of a distance function at
each point in a pre-defined set of 3D points. Given this vol-
ume of predicted distances, one can decode the predicted
distance into a set of surfaces: e.g., if the predicted distance
were the unsigned distance to the nearest surface, one could
declare all points with sufficiently small predicted distance
to be surfaces. At training time, our network is given su-
pervision for predicting its distance function. Previously,
supervision been done via a mesh that provides oracle dis-
tance calculations. In §4, we show how to derive supervi-
sion from posed RGBD images at auxiliary views instead.

The approaches in the paper follow pixelNerf [57] for
predicting a distance at a 3D point x. The network accepts
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Figure 2. Model and DRDF overview. (Left) Given a single
input RGB image I and query point x on a ray r⃗ in a pre-defined
grid, all models, like [57] extract image features at the projection
π(x) of x with a backbone and then predict the distance using
a MLP on the backbone features and a positional encoding of x.
(Right) Given a ray r⃗ through the scene, ray distance functions are
defined as the distance to intersections of the ray with the scene.
This permits analyzing the 3D scene as a set of 1D distances per
ray. The Directed Ray Distance Function is further signed to be
positive before and negative after an intersection.

an image I and 3D point x and makes a prediction fθ(x, I).
As shown in Fig. 2, the network extracts a convolutional
feature from a backbone B at the projection of x, denoted
π(x). The image feature is concatenated to a positional en-
coding of x and put into a MLP to produce the final pre-
diction fθ(x, I). By repeating this inference for a set of 3D
points, the network can infer the full 3D of the scene.
Training. In a conventional setup, the network fθ(x, I) is
trained by obtaining samples from a mesh and directly train-
ing the network via regression. Given a mesh that is co-
aligned with an image, one can obtain an n tuples consist-
ing of an image Ii, 3D point xi and ground-truth distance
di. Then the network is trained by minimizing the empirical
risk 1

n

∑n
i=1 L(fθ(xi, Ii), di) for some loss L like L1.

What Distance Function Should We Predict? There are
multiple distance functions in the literature, and the above
formulation enables predicting any of them. To explain dis-
tinctions, assume we are given a point x at which we want
to evaluate a distance and a scene S ⊆ R3 that we want to
evaluate the distance to.

In a standard distance function, one defines a dis-
tance from a point x to the entire scene S. For in-
stance, the Unsigned Distance Function (UDF) is defined as
minx′∈S ||x−x′||. In a ray-based distance function [7, 27],
the distance is defined from x only to the points in the scene
that lie on the ray r⃗ from the reference view pinhole towards
x. In other words, the ray distance function is defined as the
distance to the intersections of the ray with the scene. For
instance, the Unsigned Ray Distance Function (URDF) is
defined as minx′∈S,x′ on r⃗ ||x− x′||. This definition means
that when predicting the distance at a point x, all of the
points that define the ray distance function project to the
same pixel, π(x), which in turn means that neural networks
do not need as large receptive fields [27].

Since a ray-based distance function is defined only by
scene points that intersect a ray, we can reduce the 3D prob-
lem to a 1D problem, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Rather than
represent each 3D point as a 3D point, we represent it as
the distance along the ray r⃗: the vector x is represented
via a scalar z such that x = zr⃗. Then, if the ith intersec-
tion along the ray is sir⃗ for si ∈ R, the URDF is defined
as the distance to the nearest intersection along that ray, or
dUR(z) = mini=1,...,k |z − si|.
Directed Ray Distance Function. The Directed Ray Dis-
tance Function (DRDF) is a ray distance function that incor-
porates a sign into the URDF. In particular, the DRDF is de-
fined as dDR(z) = dir(z)dUR(z), where the predicate dir(z)
is positive if the nearest intersection is ahead of z along the
ray from the pinhole and negative otherwise. This is pic-
tured in Fig. 2. The presence of both positive and negative
components leads to better behavior under uncertainty [27].
Critical Properties of DRDFs. Two critical properties that
we use to define supervision are that at z, the distance to the
nearest intersection is |dDR(z)| and the nearest intersection
on the ray is at z + dDR(z).

4. Depth-Supervised DRDF Reconstuction
Having introduced the setup in §3, we now explain how

to train a network to predict an image-conditioned DRDF
without access to an underlying mesh but instead access to
posed RGBD images. Concretely, given a point zr⃗, we aim
to define a loss function L that evaluates a network’s pre-
diction of the DRDF fθ((zr⃗), I).

Our key insight is that we can sometimes see this point
zr⃗ in other views and these observations of zr⃗ provide a
constraints on what the value of the DRDF can be. Con-
sider, for instance, the point 3m out from reference view
camera pinhole along the red ray in Fig. 3. If we project
this point into the auxiliary view, we know that its distance
to the camera is closer to auxiliary view’s pinhole than the
depthmap observed at the auxiliary view. Moreover, we can
see that a segment of the ray is visible, starting at the point
s⃗r and ending at the point e⃗r with the ending point e⃗r closer
to zr⃗ than s⃗r is.

We can derive supervision on dDR(z) from the segment
of visible free space observable in the auxiliary view by us-
ing the fact that the nearest intersection at z is |dDR(z)| units
away. Since e is nearer than s, and there are no intersections
in the free space between s and e, we know that there cannot
be an intersection within (e−z) of z. This gives an inequal-
ity that |dDR(z)| ≥ (e − z): otherwise there would be an
intersection in the visible free space. If the ends of the seg-
ment are actual intersections where the ray visibly intersects
an object, we obtain an equality constraint on dDR(z) since
we actually see the nearest intersection. In other cases, the
ray simply disoccludes or is occluded, and we can only have
an inequality. We denote intersection start/end events as I
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Figure 3. A red ray originates in the reference camera. Given a
point x that is z units along the ray r⃗, we can test if zr⃗ is visible
in an auxiliary view by comparing its projected depth with the
RGBD image. The point z is visible, along with a segment of the
ray from s to e units. Since the distance to the nearest intersection
is |dDR(z)| and we know there are no intersections within (e− z)
units of z, we can constrain that |dDR(z)| ≥ (e− z).

and occlusion start/end events as O and distinguish them
by checking if the projected z-value of the ray in auxiliary
view is sufficiently close to the recorded auxiliary view’s
depthmap value.

4.1. Losses

We now convert the concept of using freespace to con-
strain the DRDF into concrete losses. Recall that our goal
is to evaluate a prediction y = fθ(zr⃗, I) from our network
and that the point at z along r⃗ is in some segment of visible
freespace from s to e along r⃗. Our goal is to penalize the
prediction y. Since there are two start/end event classes (I,
O), there are four segment types: II, IO, OI, and OO.
We show several of these segments in Figure 5.

To assist the loss definitions, we define variables ls =
s− z, and le = e− z which we plot in Fig. 4 as a function
of z. ls is the value of dDR if the closest intersection is at
s, and le is the value of dDR if the closest intersection is at
e. The values ls, le define equalities for intersections and
inequalities for occlusions.
LII: II segment. Given a segment bounded by two inter-
sections, the nearest intersections are known exactly as ls or
le depending on whether z < s+e

2 or not. We penalize the
ℓ1 error between the prediction y and the known DRDF, or
LII(y) = |y − ls| if z < s+e

2 and |y − le| otherwise. This
penalty is is zero only when y is equal to the known DRDF.
LOO: OO segment. Given a segment bounded by two oc-
clusion events, the exact DRDF is not known, but the vis-
ible free space rules out potential values. Since |dDR(z)|
is the distance to the nearest intersection, dDR(z) cannot
lie in [ls, le] since such a value would imply an intersec-
tion in free space between s and e. We penalize incursions
into [ls, le] with a ℓ1 penalty: if we denote halfway be-
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Figure 4. Loss functions for a starting s and ending e events
spaced a unit apart. Intersection events (blue ■) define the DRDF
precisely, and we penalize the network from deviating. Occlusion
events (purple  ) provide bounds that we penalize the network
for violating. We plot ls as a line from the start event and le as a
line from the end event. Loss: 0 1.7

tween ls and le as h, then this can be done as LOO(y) =
max(0, le − h − |y − h|). The resulting penalty is zero if
y ≤ ls or if y ≥ le.
LIO: IO segment. When the segment is bounded by
an intersection event followed by an occlusion event, the
situation is more complex and we define LIO piecewise.
In the first half of the segment(z < s+e

2 ), dDR is exactly
known, and so we can use an ℓ1 penalty like the II case,
so LIO(y) = |y − ls|. In the second half, there are two
options. If the nearest intersection is s, then dDR(z) = ls.
Otherwise, the nearest intersection is unknown but after e
and so dDR(z) > le must hold (since dDR(z) ≤ le would
imply the existence of an intersection before e). We take
the minimum of errors for the two cases: ℓ1 distance to
ls and a ℓ1 penalty function max(0, le − y), resulting in
LIO(y) = min(max(0, le − y), |y − ls|). This part of the
penalty is zero if either y = ls or if y > le.
LOI: OI segment. The LOI loss is defined symmetrically
to LIO, simply by exchanging the role of s and e. In ad-
dition to occluded regions, this loss occurs in the reference
view up to the depthmap, where a disocclusion into the ref-
erence camera’s view is followed by an intersection.

To assist the network, we add two auxiliary losses that
are true statistically: Lsep represents a prior that surfaces
tend to be separated by distances and Lent captures a prop-
erty of the DRDF that is true in the limit if our observations
are randomly chosen.
Lsep: Minimum Separation Loss. Since the cameras never
sees the insides of objects, there is no incentive to predict in-
side objects. This prevents the generation of zero crossings,
e.g., after the first intersection. To assist the network, we
add a loss Lsep that assumes that surfaces are separated by
a minimum distance unless there is evidence otherwise. We
continue the DRDF’s known value for t = 0.2m before and
after each intersection event to make a continued value c.
We then penalize Lsep(y) = |y − c|, so long as there is no
conflicting free space evidence from another view.
Lent: Sign Entropy Loss. The occlusion-based constraints
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Figure 5. A red ray originates from the reference camera and intersects the table before entering the island. This ray is seen by three other
auxiliary views (a, b, c). For each view we show just one of the many segments in that view for readability, showing intersections as blue
■s and occlusions as purple  s. The segments in views (a) and (b) are of the form OI, where the O comes from the ray entering the
frustum in (a) and disoccluding in (b). In view (c), we show an OO segment. We discuss the penalties for these segments in §4.1

can be satisfied by making y positive or negative. In theory,
after the first intersection, dDR is positive half of the time.
Learning to produce the signs uniformly with gradient de-
scent is difficult due to the large loss between the acceptable
solutions. To encourage a uniform distribution of signs, we
would like to maximize the entropy of the distribution of
the signs of the predictions (achieved when the distribution
is uniform). Since sign is non-differentiable, we optimize a
differentiable surrogate. Suppose Y is the set of predictions
at points that are occluded in the reference view and H is the
binary entropy H(p) = p log(p) + (1−p) log(1−p). Then
our loss is Lent = H(

∑
y∈Y σ(y/τ)/|Y |) where σ func-

tions like a soft-sign. As seen in the supplement, Lent can
be minimized by distributing Y symmetric about 0. Using
Lent improves the prediction and Scene F1 by 2 points.

4.2. Implementation Details

View Selection. For every candidate auxiliary view we
compute the fraction of visible points in this view that are
occluded in the reference view. Auxiliary views with large
number of such points provide supervision for key occluded
regions in the reference view. We sample up to 20 auxiliary
views per reference image from this set of views.
Sampling Strategy. Given a set of fixed auxiliary views
and a reference view, we sample over 200 rays per input
image with 512 points per ray. We re-balance this set by
sampling 20K points that are visible and 20K points that
are occluded in reference view. We rebalance as most points
are from the region between the camera and the first hit.
Combining segments from different views. We merge in-
formation from multiple posed RGBD images to produce
a concise merged set of non-overlapping segments along
the ray. This prevents double-counting losses (e.g., if a re-
gion of the ray is seen by multiple auxiliary views). We
safely merge segments that provide the same information:
e.g., if one depthmap provides an OO segment that is con-
tained within another depthmap’s II segment, then the OO

segment can be safely dropped since LOO(y) ≤ LII(y).
When segments disagree (e.g., due to inaccurate poses), we
keep the segment with more auxiliary views in agreement.
This approach handles merging Lsep: Lsep is seen by no aux-
iliary views, so any visible freespace overrules it.
Network Architecture. We follow [27] to facilitate fair
comparison. Additionally, we clamp the outputs of our net-
work to be ∈ [−1, 1] by applying a tanh activation and ad-
just the loss to account for this clipping.
Training. We follow a two-stage training procedure. We
first train with only the reference view followed by adding
auxiliary views. In the first stage, we train for 100 epochs
minimizing LOI and Lsep. We then train for 100 epochs
with auxiliary losses, minimizing a sum of the segment
losses LII , LIO, LOI , LOO, and Lsep as well as λLent
with λ set to 0.1 to balance loss scales. We minimize the
loss with AdamW [26, 33] as the optimizer with learning
rate warmup for 0.5% of the iterations followed by cosine
learning rate decay with maximum value 3 × 10−4. Our
models are implemented using PyTorch [39] and visualiza-
tions in this paper use PyTorch3D [30, 42].

5. Experiments
We evaluate our method to address three experimental

questions. First, we examine how training with RGBD data
compares with mesh supervision. Next, we test how RGBD
and mesh supervision compare when one has less complete
scans. Finally, we show that our method can quickly adapt
to multiple posed RGBD inputs.
Metrics. Throughout, we follow [27] and use two met-
rics that evaluate predictions against a ground-truth mesh.
Following [45, 53], these metrics are based on: Accu-
racy/Acc (the fraction of predicted points that are within
t to a ground-truth point), Completeness/Cmp (the frac-
tion of ground-truth points that are within t to a predicted
point), as well as F1 (the harmonic mean of Accuracy and
Completeness). t for both Acc and Cmp is 0.5m. In
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Figure 6. Comparison with baselines. 3D outputs generated by all methods trained on Matterport3D. We color the first intersection with
image colors and occluded intersections with computed surface normals. We highlight regions of interest in the reconstructions in selected
crops. D2-DRDF achieves results on par with Mesh DRDF while the density fields baselines fails to model the occluded parts faithfully.
In row 1, our method recovers the back of sofa, and a hidden room behind the hallway in row 2. Surface Normal Map

(Scene Acc/Cmp/F1), we evaluate the predicted mesh of
the full scene against the ground-truth, using 10K samples
per mesh. In (Ray Occ. Acc/Cmp/F1), We evaluate the per-
formance on occluded points, evaluating per-ray and then
averaging. We define occluded points for both the ground
truth and prediction as any surface past the first intersec-
tion. Ray Occ. is a challenging metric as mistakes in one
ray cannot be accounted for in another ray.
Datasets. We use Matterport3D [1] as our primary dataset
following an identical setup to [28]. We choose Matter-
port3D because it has substantial occluded geometry (un-
like ScanNet [8]) and was captured by a real scanner (unlike
3DFront [15], which is synthetic). We note that we use the
raw images captured by the scanner rather than re-renders.
We follow the split from [27], which splits train/val/test by
house into 60/15/15 houses. After filtering and selecting
images, there are 15K/1K/1K input images for each split.

5.1. Mesh Prediction Results

Baselines. Our primary point of comparison is (1) Mesh
DRDF [27], which learns to predict the DRDF from direct
mesh supervision. For context, we also report the baselines
from [27] and summarize them: (2) LDI [46] predicts a
set of 4 layered depthmaps, where the first represents the
depth and the next three represent occluded intersections;
(3) UDF [5] predicts an unsigned scene distance function;
(4) URDF [5] predicts an unsigned ray distance function;
(5) ORF predicts an occupancy function, or whether the
surface is within a fixed distance. We note that for each of
these approaches, there are a number of variants (e.g., of
finding intersections in a URDF along a ray). We report
the highest performance reported by [27], who document
extensive and detailed tuning of these baselines.

Our final baseline, (6) Density Field [57] tests the value
of predicting a DRDF compared to a density. Like our

Image GT D2-DRDF

Figure 7. Novels Views Comparison between D2-DRDF and
Ground Truth(GT) from novel views. Rows 1, 2 are from unseen
images on Matterport3D [1] and 3,4 from Omnidata [11]. Our
method trained with only RGBD data recovers occluded empty
floors, kitchen cabinets (row 1) and sides of kitchen island(row 3).

method, Density Field only uses posed RGBD data for su-
pervision and does not depend on mesh supervision. We
adapt pixelNerf [57] to our setting, modifying the imple-
mentation from [41] to permit training from a single ref-
erence view as input and multiple auxiliary views for su-



Table 1. Matterport3D [1] Acc/Comp/F1Score. We separate
methods that use ground-truth mesh from ones using posed RGBD
by a horizontal line. D2-DRDF is comparable to the best Mesh
supervised method DRDF, and is better than all other mesh based
methods on Scene and Ray F1 scores.

Scene Ray
Method Acc Cmp F1 Acc Cmp F1

LDI [46] 66.2 72.4 67.4 13.9 42.8 19.3
UDF [5] 58.7 76.0 64.7 15.5 23.0 16.6

Mesh ORF 73.4 69.4 69.6 26.2 20.5 21.6
URDF [5] 74.5 67.1 68.7 24.9 20.6 20.7
DRDF [27] 75.4 72.0 71.9 28.4 30.0 27.3

D2-DRDF 73.7 73.5 72.1 28.2 22.6 25.1
Density Field [57] 45.8 80.2 57.5 24.8 14.0 17.9

pervision. In addition to the standard color loss, we super-
vised the network to match the ground-truth auxiliary depth
RGBD depth as in [10]. At inference time, we integrate
along the ray to decode a set of intersections as in [10].
Qualitative Results. We show qualitative results from our
method and the baselines in Fig 6. Our methods outputs are
comparable to the outputs of the mesh based DRDF that is
trained with much stronger supervision. The density fields
approach struggles to model the occluded hits and has a lots
of floating blobs in the empty space. We show additional
results from D2-DRDF in Fig. 7 where it recovers occlude
kitchen cabinets, empty floor space behind kitchen island,
sides of kitchen island, and hollow bed.
Quantitative Results. We report results in Table 1. With-
out access to ground-truth meshes, our approach slightly
outperforms Mesh-based DRDF on Scene F1 and ap-
proaches its performance on Ray Occ. Our approach
matches it in accuracy (i.e., the fraction of predicted points
that are correct) but does worse on completeness. We hy-
pothesize that this is due to mesh-based techniques ob-
taining supervision in adjacent rooms. Nonetheless, our
approach outperforms all other baselines besides mesh-
supervised DRDF by a large margin (25.1 vs 21.6 F1). D2-
DRDF has substantially higher performance compared to
the Density Field baseline. This shows that density fields
representation has difficulties in learning from a supervision
of less views with large occlusions.

5.2. Training on Incomplete Data

One advantage to using posed RGBD data compared to
meshes is that it opens the door to learning from more data
that is of lower quality. One can use lots of lower-quality
scene captures that would produce poor meshes due to sub-
stantial amounts of incomplete data. In the case of direct
mesh supervision methods, having an incomplete mesh may
lead to incorrect signals for a mesh-based system: for in-
stance, the network may learn to predict that an intersec-

(a)100% Im / 100% M
A: 122m2

(b) 50% Im. / 60% M
A: 74m2

(c) 25% Im. / 50% M
A: 62m2

(d) 100% Im. / 100% M
A: 76m2

(e) 25% Im. / 92% M
A: 71.42m2

(f) 3% Im. /88% M
A: 68.91m2
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Figure 8. Mesh Degradation We show examples of how drop in
images creates holes, reduces mesh area available for supervision.
In (c), after retaining ≈ 1

4
of image data, we only lose ≈ 1

2
the mesh

area. Im.: Image Coverage, M: Mesh Coverage, A: Area

tion does not exist simply because it was not scanned. In
contrast, for D2-DRDF, missing data simply increases the
fraction of points without supervision. We now test this hy-
pothesis by reducing the number of views in datasets.
Optimistic Degradation Setup (ODS). We simulate the
degradation of dataset collection by subsampling views. To
avoid conflating errors in training with suboptimal meshing
with incomplete data, we optimistically degrade the meshes
to provide an upper bound on supervision. We assume that
the mesh with fewer views is identical to the mesh from all
views, minus triangles with no vertices in any view. We
show ODS mesh examples in Fig. 8.

We degrade meshes by selecting 1/2i views per dataset
for an increasing i. While reducing the views linearly im-
pacts the sample count for RGBD training setup, it has a
non-linear impact on mesh completeness since a triangle
is removed only if all of the views seeing it are removed
(which is unlikely until most views are removed). For any
given image retention (Im.) %, mesh coverage (M) % de-
grades less giving an edge to mesh based methods.

Usually, when dealing with limited data, we use a
method called Screened Poisson Reconstruction(SPR) [25].
However, SPR does not perform well when there is not
enough data available. To avoid conflating errors caused
by poor quality inadequate meshing, we establish an up-
per limit on the performance of methods that rely on direct
supervision. Our ODS strategy is much better than using
SPR, but it cannot be used in real-world scenarios. We em-
ploy Open3D’s[60]’s SPR with hyper-parameters similar to
[1] to reconstruct meshes.
Datasets. We evaluate on Matterport3D [1] and apply our
method as is without any modifications on OmniData [11]
which has a substantially different image view distribution,
more rooms and more floors compared to Matterport3D.
Quantitative Results. We compare models trained on dif-
ferent amount of data available for supervision by using
metrics defined in §5.1. In Tab. 2 we compare against the



Table 2. Robustness to Sparse Data Performance on partial
data on Matterport3D[1]. We compare (SPR and ODS) trained
DRDF [27] which uses mesh supervision and (Depth) Depth-
based DRDF (ours), which uses posed RGBD supervision. In each
row, we degrade the training data and report test performance of
the trained model. At 100% data there is no M degradation for
ODS or SPR. Our approach is more robust to drop in Im.: at 50%
view sparsity (Im.), models using ODS or SPR suffer substantial
performance drops. Scene F1 drop by 16.3 for SPR; 3.5 for ODS;
2.1 for Depth (ours).

ODS Scene F1 Ray Occ F1
Im. % M % SPR ODS Depth SPR ODS Depth

100 100 71.9 71.9 72.1 27.3 27.3 25.1
50 56 55.6 68.4 70.0 21.4 23.6 24.4
25 43 56.8 66.8 70.0 21.5 21.2 24.9

Table 3. Robustness to Sparse Data Performance of ODS (mesh)
and Depth (ours) based DRDF on partial Omnidata [11] following
the same setup as Table 2. RGBD-based training is substantially
more robust to partial data.

ODS Scene F1 Ray Occ F1
Im. % M % ODS Depth ODS Depth

25 86 77.2 72.8 40.3 32.1
12.5 83 75.3 (-1.9) 70.9 (-1.9) 37.1. (-3.2) 29.3 (-2.8)
6.3 78 73.4 (-3.8) 71.8 (-1.0) 32.6 (-7.7) 28.1 (-3.0)
3 69 69.8 (-7.4) 70.4 (-2.4) 20.3 (-20.0) 26.7 (-5.4)

Mesh-DRDF trained ODS & SPR meshes. For any given
view sampling level, the supervised M % area is high, re-
sulting in stronger supervision for methods trained with
ODS than RGBD. However, on Matterport3D, our method
outperforms DRDF on all metrics at 25% Im. and outper-
forms all other baseline methods in Scene F1 at 100% Im..

In Tab. 3 we show robustness trends on OmniData. At
25% Im./ 86% M completion, mesh-based does better. We
hypothesize this gain is due to better handling of estimates
beyond the room. However, as Im. reduces mesh degrades,
resulting steep fall for ODS DRDF: with 3% Im./ 69% M,
MeshDRDF’s Ray Occ F1 drops by 20 points; ours is re-
duced by just 5.4. Moreover for SPR DRDF, at low Im. val-
ues, meshing performs dismally and the poor meshing per-
formance translates into poor reconstruction performance:
at 6% Im., training DRDF on SPR meshes produces a Ray
F1 of just 5.7% and a scene F1 of 40.9%.

5.3. Adapting With Multiple Inputs

Since D2-DRDF can directly train on posed RGBD im-
ages, this enables test-time adaptation given a few auxiliary
posed RGBD images. We start with the pre-trained model
from §5.1 and then fine-tune for 500 iterations.
Dataset and Metrics. We generate 300 quadruplets of
scenes consisting of a reference view as well as three auxil-
iary RGBD images with poses. These three auxiliary views

Auxiliary ViewsReference

D2-DRDFD2-DRDF + AdaptGround Truth

Figure 9. Adaptation to a few images We optimize our pre-
trained model on the three auxiliary views (yellow) and a reference
view (orange). The optimization lets the model fix reconstructions
in occluded regions (e.g. bedside wall) as seen D2-DRDF + Adapt.

Table 4. Scene, Ray F1 Score for Adaptation Using D2-DRDF
for adaptation produces better reconstructions that outperform the
baselines by a large margin on Ray Occ F1 scores (by 8.9 points).

Scene Ray
Method Acc Cmp F1 Acc Cmp F1

D2-DRDF (Full) 79.2 76.4 76.0 36.2 33.6 34.9
D2-DRDF (Depth) 78.4 70.5 72.5 33.0 21.4 26.0
D2-DRDF (Scratch) 66.4 70.3 66.0 23.7 27.4 25.4
Density Field [57] 77.3 74.9 74.6 12.8 9.9 11.2

are randomly sampled from views that overlap with oc-
cluded parts of the reference view (see supp.). We evaluate
inferred 3D using the metrics as §5.1.
Baselines. The baselines from §5.1 cannot operate in these
settings, since they require meshes for training. Therefore
we compare against a number of depth-map-based methods
as well as ablations to give context to our results: (1) Den-
sity Field fine-tunes the density field baseline model from
§5.1; (2) Depth-Pretrained fine-tunes D2-DRDF starting
with the model from the first stage of training; (3) Scratch
Training fine-tunes D2-DRDF from scratch.
Results. Our loss and penalty formulations lend themselves
well to test-time adaptation as shown in Fig. 9. After adap-
tation, D2-DRDF can resolve uncertainties like the corner
of the bed and wall. Table 4 shows D2-DRDF does the best.

6. Conclusion

We presented a method for learning to predict 3D from a
single image using implicit functions while requiring only
posed RGBD supervision. We believe our method can un-
lock new avenues with posed RGBD data becoming avail-
able from both consumers as well as robotic agents.
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